25.06.2014 Business Excellence and Service
Recognition Awards
In recognition of its commitment to excellence and continuous
improvement, the Spanish regional government gave a Stamp
of Excellence to the Zaragoza plant.

To obtain the recognition, the Zaragoza facility
achieved more than 400 points in an external audit
based on EFQM, similar to the Malcolm Baldrige
National Quality Award in the United States.

This year’s award theme was “Company and Talent,” representing the
need for businesses to maintain innovation and adaptability in order to
stay competitive.

A group of ten Dana employees in the Quality, HR, Engineering,
Maintenance, and Manufacturing departments attended the ceremony.

About Dana in the Aftermarket
Dana, a leading supplier of drive trains, sealing systems and thermal
management products worldwide, also presents a broad spectrum of
high-performance and efficient solutions. The product range of
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successful brands Dana®, Spicer®, Victor Reinz®, Glaser®, GWB®,
Thompson®, TruCool®, SVL® and Transejes® delivers replacement
parts of superior quality worldwide. The lineup comprises aftermarket
products

from

original

and

third-party

manufacturers

for

the

maintenance and repair of passenger cars as well as utility and offroad vehicles.

The Dana aftermarket team operates out of 13 distribution centers all
over the world and is there to provide personal customer assistance
and technical support. Extensive inventories in stock guarantee high
product availability with quick delivery times.

Further information can be found at www.dana.com/aftermarket.
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